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Abstract. Near InfraRed Spectroscopy (NIRS) is a powerful tool that is
widely applied in agro-food science and technology research for qualitative
as well as quantitative analysis. It is one analytical technique that is taking
place in this sector due to its low costs, reliability, rapidity and not invasive
/ non-destructive nature. NIRS along with chemometric modelling can
provide accurate assessment of various grain quality attributes and the
chemical composition of grain. The present work investigates the ability of
using NIRS for the evaluation of different wheat quality parameters by
using a portable spectroradiometer working in Visible – Short Wave
InfraRed (Vis-SWIR: 350 – 2500 nm) spectral range. The potential of NIRbased techniques for predicting moisture content (12.6 ± 0.4 %), specific
gravity (79.4 ± 2.7 kg/hl), protein content (14.0 ± 1.8 %), wet gluten
content (28.1± 4.2 %), W index or Flour strength (266.3 ± 92.2) and
hardness (60.3 ± 20.8 %) is explored. Present findings show the reliability
of using NIRS as a quality control tool not only at laboratory scale, from the
mill plant point of view (i.e. by acquiring reflectance spectra on wheat flour
arranged in Petri dish), but even in on-line industrial application and shelf
storage control evaluation, from the bakery plant / consumers’ point of view
(i.e. by acquiring reflectance spectra on wheat flour sack).
Keywords: Near Infrared Analysis, Partial Least Squares regression, soft
wheat flour, Principal Component Analysis, quality control.
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Introduction
The quality of produced soft wheat flour might vary, because it is obtained by
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grinding together different kind of wheat and sometimes using same mixture in
different ratios [1]. Indeed, each producer needs to be supplied with a standard
quality of wheat as raw material for its production. The entire production could be
lost generating a great economic loss if the characteristics of the supplied wheat
doesn’t respect the requirement standards characteristics. It is thus of mandatory
importance, on the side of farmer to perform quality control on stored batch, and,
on the side of the milling plant / processor, to continuously control supplied batch
and assessing the quality of the product processing.
At present chemical-analytical methods, that are mainly destructive and
invasive methods, are widely used to perform grain quality estimation at grain
handling facilities. However, these methods are not efficient and are cost- and/or
time- consuming. For this reason, there is a need of an automated, cost-saving,
rapid, not-destructive and not-invasive method for estimating grain quality [2].
Near InfraRed (NIR) spectroscopy technique have been successfully applied for
evaluating different quality parameters of agro-food industry products [3-5]. The
utilization of NIRS for performing quality evaluation on wheat grain have been
investigated by different authors for predicting protein content, starch content and
other quality parameters [6-9]. Is it evident how the role of NIRS in cereal
processing and, more in general in food quality applications, is becoming more
and more central. NIRS represents a simple, rapid and accurate method for
nondestructive measurement of multiple attributes of the wheat. Due to that, it is
not surprising that the NIRS-based method, coupled with chemometrics technique
has been accepted as a standard method by ISO and others (i.e. AACC, AOAC
and ICC) [10].
In this scenario, NIRS, together with multivariate statistics, could be seen as an
alternative method to conventional ones for evaluating quality control parameters
of wheat flour. So, the main goal of this research is to apply a non-destructive
method like NIR coupled with chemometric techniques as an alternative procedure
to destructive methods in order to assess different quality parameters of different
kind of soft wheat grains. The ability of a spectroradiometer, working in Visible –
Short Wave InfraRed (Vis-SWIR: 350-2500 nm), for predicting moisture content,
specific gravity, protein content, wet gluten content, W index or Flour strength
and hardness was tested. Multivariate regression models were calibrated using
reference parameters and reflectance spectra collected on wheat arranged in Petri
dishes.

2.

Materials and methods

2.1

Analyzed materials and samples presentation

In this study, four different kind of wheat samples were analyzed (Figure 1): a)
French soft wheat, b) Romanian soft wheat, c) Northern Spring soft wheat and d)
Ukrainian proteic soft wheat. As shown in Table 1, for each given soft wheat
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sample were measured and calculated the following parameters as references:
moisture content (12.6 ± 0.4 %), specific gravity (79.4 ± 2.7 kg/hl), protein
content (14.0 ± 1.8 %), wet gluten content (28.1± 4.2 %), W index (266.3 ± 92.2)
and hardness (60.3 ± 20.8 %).

a
b
c
d
Fig. 1. Analyzed soft wheat flour samples: a) French soft wheat (“B – Grano tenero Francese”), b)
Romanian soft wheat (“C – Grano tenero Romeno”), c) Northern Spring soft wheat (“H –Grano tenero
Northern Spring”), and d) Ukrainian proteic soft wheat (“G – Grano tenero Ucraino proteico”).
Table 1. Reference measurements for the soft wheat samples.
Sample ID
Grano tenero
Grano tenero
Grano tenero
Francese
Romeno
Northern Spring
Product
French soft wheat Romanian soft Northern Spring soft
wheat
wheat
Moisture
12.4
12.1
13.1
content (%)
Specific gravity
77.9
78.8
83.4
(kg/hl)
Protein content
12.4
12.4
15
(%)
Wet gluten
24.6
24.5
30.6
content (%)
W Index
226
157
321
Hardness
(%)

65

32

2.2
Portable spectroradiometer
reflectance spectra acquisition

62

system,

Grano tenero
Ucraino proteico
Ucranian proteic soft
wheat
12.7
77.4
16
32.8
361
82

calibration procedure

and

Twenty spectra acquisitions in reflectance mode were performed using the ASD
FieldSpec 4 ® Standard-Res field portable spectroradiometer [11] for each of the 4
sample in Petri dish (number of spectra = 80). Sample presentation mode to the
spectrometer was in reflectance. The measurements were performed by putting the
contact probe on the top surface of Petri plates in which wheat kernels were
arranged. The used portable instrument, that consists of a detectors case and a 1.5
m fiber optic cable coupled with a contact probe, is able of recording spectra
based on the information of 2151 bands in Vis-SWIR regions (350 – 2500 nm),
with a spectral resolution of 3 nm at 700 nm and 10 nm at 1400/2100 nm. Data
records and the calibration procedure were performed using the ASD RS3
software.
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2.3

Data handling and chemometric modelling

Spectral data handling, pre-processing and exploratory analysis. Collected
data were imported into MATLAB® environment (MATLAB R2018a; The
Mathworks) by using an ad hoc written script and thus analyzed using the
PLS_toolbox (ver. 8.2.1; Eigenvector Research, Inc) in MATLAB ® environment.
Data were stored into datasets objects (DSO) and classes were set. Reflectance
data were pre-processed for removing the noisiest parts of the spectra and to
enhance differences occurring among clusters of data classes [12]. The preprocess combination used was Splice Correction (SC), Norris-Williams (NW) Gap
Segment 2nd Derivative, Standard Normal Variate (SNV) and Mean Center (MC).
The SC pre-process algorithm was used for eliminating the gaps in the acquired
signals, located at λ =1000 nm and λ = 1800nm, between the domains of the
different detector arrays [13]. NW derivation was performed to avoid the noise
inflation in finite differences. While SNV was used to correct scatter artifacts [12,
14]. Finally, MC was used to centers columns to have zero mean [14].
Principal Component Analysis, a chemometric technique that is able to extract
the dominants patterns of the reflectance spectra data matrix X, was chosen to
perform the exploratory analysis of decomposed spectra data, according to sample
type and for excluding outliers from the datasets [15].
Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression. Partial Least Squares (PLS)
regressions were performed to evaluate the correlation between each of the
considered parameters (shown in Table 1) Y, and the reflectance spectra 𝑋 ,
collected on the wheat kernels arranged in Petri dish. The PLS regression is a
chemometric technique that is generally used when a set of dependent variables,
stored in the matrix 𝑌 of responses, have to be predicted from a large set of
independent variables, that are stored in the matrix 𝑋 of predictors [16]. Each
dataset was thus randomly split into two parts by using Euclidean-based
Kennard/Stone (K/S) algorithm [17]. The 70% of the data was used as training set,
while the remaining data percentage (30%) was used as test set for the PLS
regression. Firstly, the PLS models were calibrated and cross-validated by using
Venetian Blinds as cross-validation method for assessing the optimal complexity
of the model and choosing the number of Latent variables (LVs) [14]. Then test
sets were used for validation. The main parameters used for evaluating the
goodness of regression models [15] were: i) the Root Mean Square Error in
Prediction (RMSEP), ii) the coefficient of determination 𝑅𝑝2 and iii) the Bias.

3.

Results and discussion

The raw reflectance spectra, that were used for building the PLS regressions,
averaged according to the analyzed samples of soft wheat kernels in Petri dish are
shown in Figure 2. As a result, the built regression models have shown a
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significant ability to predict the reference parameters of the soft wheat kernels in
petri dishes, as shown from the performance parameters shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Grand-average raw reflectance spectra of soft wheat kernels in Petri dish.
Table 2. Regression models parameters for the soft wheat samples in Petri dish. LV = Latent
Variables; RMSEC = Root Mean Squared Error Calibration; RMSECV = Root Mean Squares Error
Cross Validation; RMSEP = Root Mean Squared Error Prediction; R 2 (Cal) = coefficient of
determination in calibration; R2 (CV) = coefficient of determination in cross-validation; R2 (Pred) =
coefficient of determination in prediction.
Specific
Hardness
Wet gluten
gravity
Moisture
(%)
(%)
(kg/hl)
Protein (%)
(%)
W
LV

9

5

9

4

8

7

RMSEC

2.3

1.1

0.3

0.5

0.0

11.6

RMSECV

8.6

1.5

1.1

0.5

0.1

31.0

RMSEP

4.2

1.3

0.9

0.5

0.1

22.6

R (Cal)

0.985

0.911

0.987

0.917

0.993

0.979

R2 (CV)

0.789

0.845

0.754

0.897

0.954

0.853

0.935

0.874

0.908

0.922

0.885

0.905

2

2

R (Pred)

4.

Conclusions and future perspective

The ability of a spectroradiometer working in Visible – Short Wave InfraRed
(350-2500 nm) for predicting moisture content, specific gravity, protein content,
wet gluten content, W index or flour strength and hardness was explored.
Multivariate regressions for predicting different wheat grain quality parameters
were calibrated and validated, showing promising performance for predicting
wheat grain quality attributes from reflectance spectra. However, further studies
should be carried out for developing NIRS-based calibration and prediction
models to assess quality parameters of wheat grains using many other wheat
varieties. Following this approach, it could be possible to define innovative
strategies to state different parameters of soft wheat grain in food quality control
process. This should be addressed also in a decision-making perspective: on the
side of farmer to perform quality control on stored – to be supplied batch, and, on
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the side of the milling plant / processor, to continuously control supplied batch and
assessing the quality of the product processing. Quality control over wheat grain
can be applied, without the need of wet-chemistry laboratory analysis in a fastest
and as well reliable way.
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